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Recommendation Letter 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I highly recommend Volodymyr Musnytskyy as a candidate for employment. Volodymyr began to work on 

our farm as general farm worker in June, 2018. He is responsible to such duties: 

 Planting, fertilizing, cultivating, spraying, irrigating and harvesting crops 

 Operating and maintaining farm machinery and equipment 

 Digging and planting seeds, transplanting seedlings by hand 

 Detecting disease and health problems in crops 

 Examining produce for quality and preparing for market 

 Maintaining or assisting in the maintenance of facilities and farm infrastructure, including repairing farm 
buildings, fences, and other structures 

Volodymyr is extremely organized, reliable, responsible, hardworking and honest. He can work 

independently and is able to follow through to ensure that the job gets done. Volodymyr  was quick to 

volunteer to assist in other areas of company operations, as well.  

Nowadays Volodymyr has been working as tractor driver for five months. He operates tractors, tractor-

drawn machinery, and self-propelled machinery to plow, harrow and fertilize soil, or to plant, cultivate, 

spray and harvest crops. He also loads agricultural products into trucks, and drives trucks to market or 

storage facilities. He performs his duties professionally. 

Volodymyr would be a tremendous asset for your company and has my highest recommendation. If you 

have any further questions with regard to his background or qualifications, please do not hesitate to call 

me.  

 

Sincerely,  

Bogdan Shkoropad 
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Recommendation Letter 

 

 

Starting June 2005 to February 2017 Musnytskyy V. was employed with "PROK- energo2001" Ltd as Land Surveyor . 

According to official duties, Musnytskyy V. : 

1. Performed complex surveying, providing accurate compliance with the design of geometrical parameters, coordinates and 

elevations of underground utilities. 

2. Received customer’s geodetic basis and carried out marking works in the construction process of underground utilities.  

3. Monitored movements of the elements of underground utilities during construction with respect to the design. 

4. Conducted surveys, including surveys of underground utilities in open trenches, with the preparation of necessary documentation 

used in the commissioning of completed construction objects in timely manner. 

5. Conducted inspections of survey instruments and EDM, controlling their proper storage and operation. 

6. Participated in the delivery to the customer of completed construction projects. 

Demonstrated himself as a professional specialist in the field, worked in extreme conditions using modern equipment and also 
demonstrated the best qualities: efficiency, responsibility, ability to promptly understand technical, technological and organizational 

features of construction projects.  

Our company is grateful to Volodymyr for successful cooperation. 

I, as his immediate supervisor, may recommend  Volodymyr  to work on a similar position.  

If the information in the Letter of Recommendation does not seem exhaustive, I will be glad to answer your questions. 

 

 

 

General Director of "PROK-energo 2001" Ltd 

 

Gerashchenko Y.  


